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words, had assured him eternal glory amongst those who
should come after him, is indeed a superb creation.
Similar qualities are found in the paintings in the churches
of Mistra. The unknown master who painted the frescoes of
the Peribleptos (mid-fourteenth century) has shown more
than once, it has been truly said, the expressive power of
Giotto himself, as for instance in his admirable rendering of
the Divine Liturgy. One feels that these works are the
product of an art of the utmost erudition and refinement,
penetrated through and through by the influence of human-
ism and strongly attracted by the worldly graces that were
always in the ascendant at Constantinople. The Mistra
frescoes are also distinguished by a rare colour sense. From
every point of view they may be regarded as the finest
embodiment of the new style that arose in the first half of the
fourteenth century.
The artists, certainly of Greek origin and probably sum-
moned from Constantinople, who decorated for the Serbian
princes the churches of Studenitza (1314), Nagoricino
(1317), Gracanica, and a little later that of Lesnovo (1349),
show the same high qualities in their work. Some of their
compositions, such as the Presentation of the Virgin at
Studenitza and the Dormition of the Virgin at Nagoricino
have a peculiar charm, and the portraits of their founders in
most of these churches are no less remarkable. Equally
worthy of attention are the Serbian frescoes of the end of the
fourteenth century and the beginning of the fifteenth, such
as those at Ravanitza, Ljubostinja, Manassija, and Kalenid.
But the influence of Byzantine art in the time of the
Palaeologi extended even beyond Serbia and its neighbour
Bulgaria. In the church of St. Nicholas Domnese at Curtea de
Arges in Roumania there are some admirable mid-fourteenth-
century frescoes—a masterpiece of composition and tender
feeling. And even after the fall of Constantinople the
picturesque churches of Northern Moldavia, so curiously
decorated with paintings even on the outside walls, carried
on the remote tradition of the wonders of Byzantium until
the end of the sixteenth century. In Russia the churches in
and around Novgorod were decorated towards the end of
the fourteenth century with remarkable frescoes, attributed

